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Illustration I

THE A.J.S. OVERHEAD CHAIN-DRIVEN CAMSHAFT ENGINE.
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THE A.J.S. OVERHEAD CAMSHAFT ENGINE.
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HE A.J.S. Overhead Chain-driven Camshaft Engine is the only successful example of this
form of drive on the market, and after exhaustive tests has proved to be the simplest, most
efficient, reliable and silent form of drive for this type of engine.
To ensure the camshaft running steadily, notwithstanding the action of the cams, a
patent tensioner consisting of a flat, flexible steel blade "A" (see illustration I.) which presses
against the back of the chain, is fitted. Attached to this steel blade is a reaction damper " B."
The chain drive tensioner and reaction damper should not need the slightest attention ; but so
that the rider can assure himself that the tensioner is functioning properly, a detachable plug
" C " is fitted at the side of the chain cover. After (say) a few thousand miles have been covered,
take out this plug; and with the engine running, push a lead pencil or piece of wire through the
hole until the tensioner is felt; then whilst the engine is running, if the tensioner is still or gently
vibrating, everything is O.K., but if the tensioner jerks violently, then the oil pipes from the oil
pump must be disconnected, the front cover taken away, and pin " D " screwed down (say) a
couple of turns, so that more pressure is put on the damper. Unless the tensioner does jerk
violently, on no account disturb pin " D " ; even should it be necessary to totally dismantle the
engine, do not disturb this pin " D." To take away the long steel tensioner "A," simply draw
it forward from its peg.
Lubrication. The lubrication is on the dry sump principle and a special double acting
pump is fitted of the revolving and reciprocating plunger type. This has no loose valves or
springs.
The plunger " I " (see illustration II.) is caused to revolve by the driving worm " 2," and
is reciprocated by means of a pin " 3 " which engages with a cam groove cut on the plunger.
Dealing first with the top end of the plunger, slots cut on the plunger register alternately
with inlet passage " 4 " (on the suction stroke), and cutlet passages " 5 " and " 6 " (on the pressure
stroke).

Illustration II.
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LUBRICATION—continued.
Oil delivered at "6" goes to the big end, while that delivered at "5" goes up to the cam box.
The bottom end of the plunger also has a slot, which registers alternately with inlet " 7 "
and outlet " 8," and is responsible for returning the oil from the sump to the tank. It is of greater
capacity than the supply pump.
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To dismantle the pump, proceed as follows :—
1. Remove all pipes from the pump.
2. Remove pump from engine.
3. Remove the two nuts "A" and the pin" 3 " from the pump.
4. Gently push the plunger out of the pump body in the direction of the arrow
" C " on the drawing.
To re-assemble, the reverse sequence of these operations is, of course, followed.
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Should it be required to remove the worm " 2," the brass bush " D " which screws into the
body with a R.H. thread, must be removed first.

It is of the utmost importance that the nut "A" always makes an air-tight joint with the
body ; and should there be no oil returning to the tank at any time, check this joint immediately.
Occasionally go over all the oil pipe unions and nuts to see that everything is tight.
Should one of the unions come loose, especially on the inlet side of the pump, of course, the whole
system of lubrication fails. As will be seen from the illustration, the oil pump itself is very simple.
There are only two moving parts, and it is most unlikely that anything in this pump will get out
of order. Should the oil not be circulating and running back to the tank, be quite sure that there
is plenty of oil in the tank and that the filters are clean, before dismantling the pump.
Should it be necessary to take the oil pump from the engine, make certain that the short
piece of square tube which drives the pump spindle from the engine is replaced.
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The pump delivers oil to the big end via holes drilled down the driving side of the crankcase, then through holes in the main shaft, up web of flywheel, and through the crank pin into
the big end. Oil is also taken to the cam box. A portion of the cam box projects inside the
chaincase—the end of this projection is open ; the oil from the cam box falls on to the vertical
chain—from there it falls through holes in the crankcase into the sump, and is returned to the oil
tank. The piston and little end of connecting rod are lubricated in the ordinary way by splash
from the big end, but we have found it necessary for continued high speeds on track or in road
race, above (say) 60 m.p.h. average, to take an extra supply of oil direct to the cylinder walls.
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On the driving side of the crankcase (see illustration III.) there will be found a screwdown needle valve which controls the oil supply to the cylinder foot only. This is entirely independent of the supply to the big end and other working parts of the engine. This needle valve
controls the passage communicating with a groove encircling the cylinder foot, in which 6 small
holes are drilled round its circumference to supply oil to this part.

Illustration III.
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LUBRICATION—continued.
When the machine leaves the factory, this needle valve is set so that sufficient oil passes
to the piston for touring work, even for fast touring up to 60 m.p.h.; but for heavy, sustained high
speed work, such as a road or track race, more oil should be given by unscrewing the needle
valve, say, another turn. The best setting for this will be easily ascertained. If the engine
is sharply accelerated in low or middle gear and a puff of smoke issues from the exhaust,
this indicates that the piston is properly lubricated. Should the engine smoke heavily, screw the
needle valve clockwise, half a turn at a time, until the correct setting is obtained. This is the only
control the rider has over the lubricating system, as excepting for this lead to the cylinder walls,
the lubrication is absolutely automatic.
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To see that the oil is circulating properly, set the engine running quietly. Take off the
oil filler cap from the oil tank, and just inside the filler spout will be seen the end of the return oil
pipe. If oil is flowing back through this pipe, then the pump, etc., is functioning properly. Replenish the oil in this tank as required ; also, every time the engine is dismantled empty the oil tank
completely and fill with fresh oil. Clean the filter in the oil tank ; also take out and clean the
filter in the sump in the bottom of the crankcase. With this dry sump system of lubrication, at
speeds of approximately 40 m.p.h., about 2 gallons of oil are taken through the big end every
hour.

Oils to use. For ordinary touring work, the following oils are quite suitable:—Wakefield " Castrol C," Price's " Motorine B. de Luxe," " Gargoyle " Mobiloil " B " Summer, " T.T."
Winter, but for racing work use, if possible, " Castrol R." No other brand or grade of oil will
successfully mix with " Castrol R," so care should be taken to empty the oil tank and crankcase
if any other brand or grade of oil is used.
Special Pistons. Two pistons are supplied with each machine ; the piston fitted to the
engine on delivery gives a standard compression ratio of 6.25, and this piston should always be
employed for ordinary touring or for long distance races ; and petrol or a 50% petrol-benzol mixture
can be used.
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The other piston which is supplied separately, with the machine, has a taller dome and
gives a higher compression ratio than racing standard, namely 7.5, and should be used for speed
events or hill climbs up to (say) three-quarters of a mile ; and half petrol and benzol should be
used. If an alcoholic fuel can be obtained, such as " Discol P.M.S.2." this high compression piston may be used for long distance races, but when using alcoholic fuel it is necessary to
alter the carburettor to suit, by fitting larger jets.
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When setting jets for racing, either with petrol-benzol mixture or alcoholic fuel, first set
the pilot jet to give proper starting and slow running, then fit the main jet of such a size that " allout " the mixture is slightly on the rich side. If possible, run the machine for (say) a quarter of a
mile full throttle and full air. Then take out the sparking plug, and if the plug and points, instead
of being absolutely black are at all tinged with white, it is an indication that a larger jet must be
fitted. If the mixture is on the weak side when the machine is driven all-out, it is highly probable
that the piston and valves will be burnt out. It is not necessary to have the mixture too rich—
if the mixture is very rich, then of course, the machine will eight-stroke ; but as mentioned above,
arrange a jet of such a size that the mixture is slightly on the rich side.
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The exhaust and inlet valves, which are inter-changeable and made from similar steel,
are very sturdy and should give no trouble ; but if the machine has been used a good deal for
touring purposes, and the rider wishes to enter a long distance race, it is advisable to fit new
valves. New valves should be carefully ground in—in the usual way. If the valves are not
renewed it is advisable to take the valves from the guides, clean away any burnt oil, well polish
the stem, regrind the seats with finest flour emery paste, and replace—after carefully cleaning
away all traces of emery paste.
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It is also advisable to change the valve springs if the engine is used often for speed
events. After a few hours of continual high speeds, the valve springs are likely to lose their
tension. If the engine will not keep up its speed, or misses fire at high speeds—look to the valve
springs. If there is the least doubt about the springs not being strong enough, put in a fresh set.

Sparking Plug. We fit as standard the Lodge plug, type H.42. This plug will stand
a reasonable amount of oil and a fair amount of heat. It is quite suitable for touring—even very
fast touring, but for heavy racing work where very high speeds are put up and where the engine is
likely to get very hot, the K.L.G. 396 or 341 type will be suitable.
Decarbonizing. To decarbonize the cylinder head and piston, take away exhaust pipe,
carburettor connections, oil pipe to cam box etc.
Take out sparking plug.
Then put piston on top dead centre with the valves closed.
Take away cap marked X on illustration IV.
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DECARBONIZING—continued.
Take out split cotter fixing nut on camshaft.
Remove this nut.
Take off washer.
Take out four pins holding cambox on cylinder
head ; then, whilst an assistant holds and
steadies the chain-wheel, carefully take away
the cambox.
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Unscrew four pins holding cylinder head in
position.
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Take off cylinder head, then carefully turn
engine until piston is on bottom of stroke.
Whilst turning the engine, support the chain
wheel, either with the fingers or some instrument that will allow the chain wheel to turn
freely. The chain wheel must not be allowed
to lock in the chain-case whilst the engine is
being turned. On no account must the
Chain-wheel be allowed to fall out of the
Chain.

Illustration IV.
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Having removed the cylinder, wrap a clean cloth or rag round underneath the piston to
prevent any foreign matter or dirt getting into the crankcase. If the combustion head is badly
carbonized, this must be cleaned, the generally accepted method being to scrape the chamber free
of the burnt charges, which can be done with an old screwdriver or similar tool. The top of the
piston should also be scraped free of all deposit, using an old blunt knife or chisel, and whilst carrying out this operation, see that no side strain is thrown on the piston. If the rings are quite free in
their grooves they need not be removed ; but if they are obviously choked up with burnt oil,
loosen them carefully ; take them off the piston, and clean the grooves thoroughly. Take the piston
off the connecting rod to do this. First remove the gudgeon pin from the piston, take out the retaining springs, one of which will be found on either side of the gudgeon pin. These fit into recessed
rings in the piston bosses and to withdraw must be squeezed together with the special small pliers
provided. Afterwards, the gudgeon pin can be pushed out.
When replacing the piston, see that both the gudgeon pin retaining springs are in place.
Having got rid of all deposit from both the head and piston, wash all particles off with paraffin.
Before replacing the. cylinder after cleaning, carefully oil the piston and see that the joints of the
piston rings are on opposite sides of the piston.
Fit cylinder.
Tighten the four nuts down evenly.
Fit cylinder head and tighten nuts down evenly,
Fit cambox, carefully placing the chainwheel on spigot of camshaft, then turn
engine round slowly until hole in the camshaft sleeve is opposite hole in
chain-wheel.
Fit washer with its special peg.
Fit and tighten up nut.
Fit split cotter.
Take away special tool that supported the chain-wheel.
Fit cap in chain-case.
Fit exhaust pipe, oil pipe to cambox, carburettor connection, etc., etc.
Should it be necessary at any time to take away the chains that drive the camshaft and
magneto, see that the tooth marked with a dot on the timing pinion is opposite the dot in the larger
pinion (see illustration I.). Also see that the arrows on the chainwheels are opposite each other.
(For this see illustration I.).
Valve Clearances.—MOST IMPORTANT. When the engine is cold there must be a
clearance of .018 between the end of the exhaust valve stem and the rocker stud, and .016
between the inlet valve and rocker stud. Gauges are supplied with each machine to show this
clearance.
ON NO ACCOUNT MUST THE CLEARANCES BE LESS THAN STATED ABOVE.
If the gauge should be mislaid, a rough setting may be obtained by turning the engine
over until both valves are closed, then loosen the locking nut on rocker stud and screw down the stud
until it just touches the end of the valve stem. Now unscrew the stud one half turn which will
give approximately .018 clearance. Tighten up the locking nut again afterwards. These
clearances may appear to be excessive, but with a camshaft engine such as the A.J.S. these are
taken up when the engine gets warm. Conditions are different to those of a push-rod overhead
valve or side valve engine.
WARNING. Do not take any metal from cylinder foot or top end of cylinder barrel
to raise the compression, or put a thicker washer underneath cylinder barrel to lower the compression. If this is done it will alter the chain centre.
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